
 

Solved. What is Crack Wlingua? It's a new language, created by author and scientist Jordan Jacobs, that was designed for people obsessed with languages, linguistics or word games. The number of words in Crack Wlingua is fixed at 37 phrases, like "I like exciting adventures," meaning you can't make up your own words in the language (it would be too difficult ). The design was also influenced by the
game Scrabble because it's goal-oriented and has holes in it where you might not be able to find every word in the dictionary when playing. It can't be beaten because there are no finite rules guiding its growth. It has a total of 37 words, all equally important, and is based on the way children learn languages. The sentence order can be changed around to say things like "I am eating eggs" or "Eggs are
eating me". Crack Wlingua also reflects on how native languages are formed. Its word-building system is based on four letters (or parts of speech): nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. These parts can be combined with each other to form new words. So for example you could take the word "like" (verb) and put it before the word "good" (adjective) to make a new word like "likegood. The linguist
Noam Chomsky theorized that this was the order in which language started, that words would have been created before grammar, and that grammar is what holds all that words together. The language can also include numbers through a simple system inspired by how the Hawaiian language works. It takes the word "one", for example, and adds an abstract quantitative marker ("i") to it to give it a
specific value. So "oni" means one thing, "twoni" are two things, three things becomes "triti", etc. The language can be spoken, written or signed with your hands. Crack Wlingua consists of 37 basic words or 'phrases'. There is no word for "un" in the language, because most of the time it is already implied. For example, "I don't have any money" is translated into Crack Wlingua as "I don't have
money". The language also has inherent tenses built into it. So if something is done now, you just say it. If you want to say that something is being done at the same time as something else, you add a tacked-on "wlingua" onto whatever word you are saying. So "I eat pizza", becomes "I eating pizza". To say you are doing something again, you add the word "wlingua" onto it. So "I eating pizza", becomes
"I am eating pizza". The language also has a basic set of adjectives that can be attached to nouns. These are words that describe the type of noun they are being attached to. So for example, if you have a noun called "egg" then an adjective called "nice" could be added to it. So the new word would be eggNice. Another feature of Crack Wlingua is that each phrase can have its own simple grammar rules
which dictate what it means when said out loud or signed by hand .
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